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Programming Your Home: Automate with Arduino, Android, and Your Computer (Pragmatic Programmers)Pragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	Welcome to the exciting, empowering world of home automation! If you have ever wanted your home to do more than just protect you against the outside elements and want to interface it to the digital domain, this book will show you how. By demonstrating several easy-to-build projects, you will be able to take the skills you learned from this...
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Android Application Development All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	A must-have pedagogical resource from an expert Java educator


	As a Linux-based operating system designed for mobile devices, the Android OS allows programs to run on all Android devices and appear free in the Android Market. Whether you're a beginner programmer eager to create mobile applications or you're...
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Android Developer Tools Essentials: Android Studio to ZipalignO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Android development can be challenging, but through the effective use of Android Developer Tools (ADT), you can make the process easier and improve the quality of your code. This concise guide demonstrates how to build apps with ADT for a device family that features several screen sizes, different hardware capabilities, and a varying...
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Google Flutter Mobile Development Quick Start Guide: Get up and running with iOS and Android mobile app developmentPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		A fast-paced guide to get you started with cross-platform mobile application development with Google Flutter

	
		Key Features

		
			Understand the fundamentals of Flutter and get started with cross-platform mobile app development.
	
			Learn about different widgets in Flutter and...
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App Inventor for Android: Build Your Own Apps - No Experience Required!John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	When Android was first introduced by Google and the Open Handset Alliance, my first thought was of how awesome it would be to have a free open-source application environment for the growing smart phone revolution. The harsh reality hit when I tried to apply my rusty programming skills to the Java and Android software development kit (SDK)....
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Learn C++ for Game DevelopmentApress, 2014

	If you’re new to C++ but understand some basic programming, then Learn C++ for Game Development lays the foundation for the C++ language and API that you’ll need to build game apps and applications.


	Learn C++ for Game Development will show you how to:

	
		Master C++ features such as...
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Corona SDK Mobile Game Development Beginners Guide - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn, explore, and create commercially successful mobile games for iOS and Android


	About This Book

	
		From game physics to successful marketing, learn the fundamentals of Corona SDK for game development
	
		Integrate your games with social networks such as Twitter and Facebook
	...
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Azure and Xamarin Forms: Cross Platform Mobile DevelopmentApress, 2018

	Discover how to create cross platform apps for Android, iOS and UWP using Azure services and C# with Xamarin Forms. This book illustrates how to utilize Azure cloud storage for serving up Azure SQL DB data through Azure App Services.


	The book starts by setting up Xamarin and introducing Xamarin Forms and then covers the Azure...
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Xamarin Mobile Development for Android CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 80 hands-on recipes to unleash full potential for Xamarin in development and monetization of feature-packed, real-world Android apps


	About This Book

	
		Create a number of Android applications using the Xamarin Android platform
	
		Extensively integrate your Android devices with other...
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Java™ for Programmers (2nd Edition) (Deitel Developer Series)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Welcome to Java—the world’s most widely used computer programming language. In this
	book, you’ll learn object-oriented programming—today’s key programming methodology.


	You’ll create and work with many software objects in this text.


	Java is the preferred language for meeting many...
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Android Apps for Absolute BeginnersApress, 2014

	Anybody can start building multimedia apps for the Android platform, and this book will show you how! Now updated to include both Android 4.4 and the new Android L, Android Apps for Absolute Beginners, Third Edition takes you through the process of getting your first Android apps up and running using plain English and...
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Beginning Mobile Application Development in the Cloud (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011


	YOU CAN BUILD HIGH-QUALITY MOBILE APPS using only HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. And you

	can use JavaScript to build the cloud services that support those apps. You don’t need to learn

	Objective-C or Java to deliver production-quality iPhone and Android mobile apps.





	This book shows you how to use the web development...
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